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Biomechanical mechanisms underlying exosuit-induced
improvements in walking economy after stroke

ABSTRACT
Stroke-induced hemiparetic gait is characteristically asymmetric and
metabolically expensive. Weakness and impaired control of the
paretic ankle contribute to reduced forward propulsion and ground
clearance – walking subtasks critical for safe and efficient locomotion.
Targeted gait interventions that improve paretic ankle function after
stroke are therefore warranted. We have developed textile-based, soft
wearable robots that transmit mechanical power generated by offboard or body-worn actuators to the paretic ankle using Bowden
cables (soft exosuits) and have demonstrated the exosuits can
overcome deficits in paretic limb forward propulsion and ground
clearance, ultimately reducing the metabolic cost of hemiparetic
walking. This study elucidates the biomechanical mechanisms
underlying exosuit-induced reductions in metabolic power. We
evaluated the relationships between exosuit-induced changes in
the body center of mass (COM) power generated by each limb,
individual joint power and metabolic power. Compared with walking
with an exosuit unpowered, exosuit assistance produced more
symmetrical COM power generation during the critical period of the
step-to-step transition (22.4±6.4% more symmetric). Changes in
individual limb COM power were related to changes in paretic
(R 2=0.83, P=0.004) and non-paretic (R 2=0.73, P=0.014) ankle
power. Interestingly, despite the exosuit providing direct assistance
to only the paretic limb, changes in metabolic power were related to
changes in non-paretic limb COM power (R 2=0.80, P=0.007), not
paretic limb COM power (P>0.05). These findings contribute to a
fundamental understanding of how individuals post-stroke interact
with an exosuit to reduce the metabolic cost of hemiparetic walking.
KEY WORDS: Exoskeleton, Gait biomechanics, Gait energetics,
Post-stroke gait, Robotics, Stroke rehabilitation

INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a leading cause of long-term disability (Mozaffarian et al.,
2015), with 80% of survivors after stroke having difficulty with
walking (Gresham et al., 1975). Post-stroke hemiparetic walking is
characterized by slow, asymmetric and inefficient gait (Olney and
Richards, 1996; Patterson et al., 2008, 2010; Perry et al., 1995). A
major contributor to post-stroke walking deficits is impaired paretic
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ankle function, specifically during the push-off and swing
phases of the gait cycle. During push-off, impaired paretic ankle
plantarflexion (PF) (Chen et al., 2005; Olney et al., 1991; Peterson
et al., 2010) reduces the paretic limb’s contribution to forward
propulsion (Mahon et al., 2015; Takahashi et al., 2015). During
swing phase, impaired paretic ankle dorsiflexion (DF) contributes to
impaired ground clearance by the paretic limb, increasing the risk of
falling (Weerdesteyn et al., 2008). Together, impaired paretic PF
and DF contribute to slow walking speed, inter-limb gait asymmetry
in spatiotemporal parameters (Lin et al., 2006) and reduced forward
propulsion (Farris et al., 2015). Recent studies have shown a
relationship between gait asymmetry and an increased metabolic
cost of walking in healthy populations (Ellis et al., 2013; Shorter
et al., 2017; Soo and Donelan, 2012) and also clinical populations
with gait impairments (Awad et al., 2015; Bonnet et al., 2014; Doets
et al., 2009; Farris et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2014; Houdijk et al.,
2009). Two of these studies, in particular, suggested that increased
gait asymmetry in people post-stroke is correlated with the increased
metabolic cost of walking (Awad et al., 2015; Farris et al., 2015).
There is thus great interest in the development of post-stroke gait
interventions that can reduce the metabolic cost of walking by
inducing more symmetrical walking (Finley and Bastian, 2017).
Post-stroke ankle impairments often necessitate the use of an
ankle foot orthosis (AFO). AFOs are passive assistive devices with a
rigid mechanical structure that prevents foot drop during swing.
Unfortunately, AFOs have been shown to inhibit normal push-off
during walking and reduce gait adaptability (van Swigchem et al.,
2014; Vistamehr et al., 2014). An alternative to the passive ankle
support provided by an AFO is an active ankle assistive device that
enables modulation of the magnitude, timing and direction of
assistance (i.e. PF or DF) based on the desired biomechanical
response. Active ankle assistive devices include functional
electrical stimulation (Kottink et al., 2004; Lynch and Popovic,
2008) and robotic mechanical assistive devices (Díaz et al., 2011;
Shorter et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2015). Previous studies using
such devices have shown improved paretic ankle function and
reduced gait impairment (Awad et al., 2016; Forrester et al., 2016).
Our laboratory has developed lightweight, soft wearable robots
(exosuits) that interface with the paretic limb of individuals after
stroke via garment-like, functional textile anchors (Bae et al., 2015).
Exosuits produce gait-restorative joint torques by transmitting
mechanical power generated by off-board (Bae et al., 2015; Ding
et al., 2014; Quinlivan et al., 2017) or body-worn actuators (Asbeck
et al., 2015; Panizzolo et al., 2016) to the paretic ankle through the
interaction of the textile anchors with Bowden cables connected to
the actuators. In previous work, we demonstrated that a laboratorybased exosuit testbed consisting of an off-board actuator and two
textile modules that independently assisted paretic ankle PF and
DF during walking (Awad et al., 2017a; Bae et al., 2015) (Fig. 1)
could reduce compensatory gait patterns such as hip hiking and
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circumduction (Awad et al., 2017b), facilitate more symmetric
forward propulsive force generation by the paretic and non-paretic
limbs, and reduce the metabolic cost of walking (Awad et al.,
2017a). Although this previous work demonstrates the substantial
impact that exosuits can have on walking after stroke, propulsion
symmetry and the metabolic cost of walking are composite variables
that can be altered through a variety of biomechanical mechanisms. The
objective of this study was thus to identify the specific biomechanical
mechanisms underlying exosuit-induced improvements in metabolic
power during hemiparetic walking.
Previous studies have demonstrated that the body center of mass
(COM) power generated during the step-to-step transition plays a
critical role in determining the metabolic cost of walking. Indeed,
during this phase of walking when the mass of the body is
transferred between limbs, the trailing limb generates COM power
to redirect COM velocity while, simultaneously, the leading limb
absorbs COM power (Adamczyk and Kuo, 2009; Donelan et al.,
2002; Kuo et al., 2005). Simulation and experimental studies have
both shown that the COM power generated by the trailing limb
during the step-to-step transition is correlated with metabolic power
(Donelan et al., 2002; Geyer et al., 2006; Kuo et al., 2005; Soo and
Donelan, 2012). When the COM power generated by the individual
trailing limbs is asymmetric, metabolic power requirements have
been shown to increase in both healthy (Ellis et al., 2013; Soo and
Donelan, 2012) and neurologically impaired populations (Bonnet
et al., 2014; Doets et al., 2009; Farris et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2014;
Houdijk et al., 2009). Individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis
generate less COM power from the paretic trailing limb during the
step-to-step transition than healthy individuals and compensate for
this by generating more COM power from the non-paretic trailing
limb (Lamontagne et al., 2007; Peterson et al., 2010; Turns et al.,
2007) during the subsequent step-to-step transition. This increased
reliance on non-paretic limb COM power generation is correlated
with an increased metabolic cost of walking (Stoquart et al., 2012).

Recent work has increased our understanding of the COM power
generation during walking. More specifically, through a series of
studies, Zelik and colleagues have demonstrated that changes in body
COM power result from changes not only in hip, knee and ankle joint
power but also in peripheral power (i.e. rate of kinetic power change of
the lower limb segments relative to the body COM) and foot power. In
2010, Zelik and Kuo compared individual limb COM power to the
sum of the 3 degrees-of-freedom (3DoF) ankle, knee and hip joint
rotational power generated during healthy walking (Zelik and Kuo,
2010). Although the limb’s positive COM power matched well with
the sum of the positive ankle, knee and hip joint power during pushoff, during the collision phase of the gait cycle there was a substantial
mismatch between the sum of the individual joint powers and the
COM power generated. Furthermore, the sum of individual joint
powers throughout the gait cycle presented with substantially more
positive work than negative work – a paradoxical finding given that
positive and negative work should be of equal magnitude during
steady-state walking at constant speed. Taken together, these findings
demonstrate that the sum of joint powers may not be an accurate
reflection of body COM work. Expanding on this work, Zelik et al.
(2015) subsequently demonstrated that the relationship between the
joint and COM power domains is more complete when accounting for
peripheral power, foot power and 3DoF joint translational power (in
addition to 3DoF rotational power).
Although COM power may be changed through various
biomechanical mechanisms, it has been demonstrated that during
the step-to-step transition, the ankle generates the largest power
across all the lower extremity joints of the trailing limb in both
healthy (Zelik and Adamczyk, 2016) and post-stroke (Farris et al.,
2015) populations. Motivated by this biomechanical understanding
of COM power generation and its previously defined relationship to
metabolic power demands during walking, this investigation focused
on evaluating the effects of exosuit assistance of paretic ankle
function on the COM power and individual joint power generated by
2
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Fig. 1. Exosuit design and operation. (A) A soft exosuit for paretic ankle assistance after stroke. The exosuit consists of two separate textile modules that
interface with the paretic limb, a low-profile insole inserted into the paretic shoe, and an off-board actuator that generates the mechanical power transmitted to the
wearer’s paretic ankle. The first textile module is a plantarflexion (PF) module that anchors at the waist, extends to the paretic leg, and serves as a proximal anchor
for a Bowden cable attached posteriorly on the shank. The distal anchor of this Bowden cable is the heel of the low-profile shoe insole. The second textile module
is a dorsiflexion (DF) module that anchors around the shank and serves as the proximal anchor for the second Bowden cable, which is attached anteriorly on the
shank. The distal anchor for this second Bowden cable is a textile attached to the shoe insole on the dorsal surface of the foot. When retracted by an actuator,
Bowden cables transmit mechanical power to the wearer, producing the ankle PF or DF torques. Load cells and gyroscopes are integrated into the exosuit to
deliver well-timed assistive force with adequate magnitude through the textiles. (B) Illustration of exosuit actuation (top) and exosuit-generated force trajectory
(bottom, where force is given as percentage body weight, % BW), presented with respect to the percentage of the paretic gait cycle. The exosuit delivers to the
wearer’s ankle PF force during late stance and pre-swing and ankle DF force during swing and initial contact.
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the paretic and non-paretic trailing limbs. Moreover, we focused our
analyses on the double support phase of the gait cycle, which is when
the majority of the COM power generated during the step-to-step
transition occurs (Adamczyk and Kuo, 2009). A better
understanding of how individuals after stroke use the mechanical
power provided by exosuits to reduce the metabolic power
requirements of walking would advance the field and facilitate the
development of more effective wearable assistive devices. We
hypothesized that the COM power generated by the paretic and nonparetic trailing limbs during the step-to-step transition would be more
symmetric during exosuit-assisted walking than during walking
without exosuit assistance and that more symmetric COM power
generation would contribute to a reduction in metabolic power. We
also hypothesized that more symmetric COM power generation
would result from more symmetric ankle power generation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental design

An experiment to evaluate the influence of an exosuit designed to
improve post-stroke gait mechanics and energetics was conducted
on nine individuals in the chronic phase of stroke recovery (Awad
et al., 2017a). Participant inclusion criteria included being between
the ages of 25 and 75 years; being at least 6 months post-stroke;
able to walk for 6 min without stopping or needing the support of
another individual; and having sufficient passive ankle range of
motion, with the knee extended, to reach a neutral ankle angle.
Participant exclusion criteria included receiving Botox within the
past 6 months; substantial knee recurvatum during walking; serious
comorbidities; inability to communicate and/or be understood by
investigators; a resting heart rate outside the range of 50–
100 beats min−1 or blood pressure outside the range of 90/60 to
200/110 mmHg; pain in the extremities or spine that limit walking;
and experiencing more than two falls in the past month. Medical
clearance and signed informed consent forms approved by the
Harvard University Human Subjects Review Board were obtained
from all participants. Two of the nine individuals who participated in
this study were excluded from the presented analysis because the way
that they walked on the treadmill prevented independent collection of
ground reaction forces from the individual limbs, which was required
for the study’s analyses. Demographics of the remaining seven
subjects (age: 49±4 years; time since stroke: 4.38±1.37 years; 44%
female; 56% left hemiparetic) are shown in Table 1.
The experiment employed a 2 day testing protocol to evaluate the
effects of two different onset timings of exosuit-generated PF force
delivery on participants’ forward propulsion. Specifically, one of the
onset timings was during mid-stance (early onset) and the other
timing was during late stance (late onset). The exact timing varied

across participants depending on the duration of each participant’s
paretic stance phase, with the actual commanded PF onset timings
averaging 27.5±1.94% of the paretic gait cycle (GC) for early onset
and 36.9±0.76% GC for late onset across participants. Our previous
study demonstrated that the more effective onset timing varied across
participants, and ultimately presented the changes in the metabolic
cost of walking from individualized onset timings selected based on
the timing that produced the largest improvement in forward
propulsion symmetry (Awad et al., 2017a). The present study used
the same individualized timings (presented in Table 1).
In each testing session, the participant completed a 5 min standing
trial followed by two 8 min walking trials on an instrumented splitbelt treadmill. The treadmill speed was set based on participants’
overground comfortable walking speeds. The first walking trial
consisted of walking with the exosuit completely slack (unpowered)
and the second consisted of walking with the exosuit providing active
assistance (powered) using one of the onset timings. While walking,
participants were allowed, but not encouraged, to hold a handrail.
Those who had safety concerns that necessitated holding the handrail
in one of the conditions held the handrail in both conditions. None of
the participants used an assistive device or orthosis (other than the
exosuit) during the walking trials.
Exosuit design and operation

The exosuit used in this study comprises two separate textile modules
that securely anchor to the body at the waist and the paretic calf, a
low-profile shoe insole that is inserted in a shoe on the paretic foot,
and an off-board actuator that generates and transmits mechanical
power to the wearer’s ankle via Bowden cable retraction (Fig. 1A)
(Awad et al., 2017a; Bae et al., 2015). Bowden cables connect the
textile modules and an off-board actuator. Mechanical power is
generated by the actuator and transmitted to the paretic ankle through
retraction of the Bowden cables between the exosuit textiles and
insole (Fig. 1B). More specifically, the first textile module, called a
PF module, has a multi-articular structure that anchors distally at the
paretic calf and proximally at the waist and is designed to generate
ankle PF torque. Two straps that extend anteriorly over the thigh and
straddle the knee joint center connect the waist and calf anchors of
the PF module. Because of its multi-articular structure extending
from the anterior hip to the posterior ankle, the PF module generates
hip flexion torque concurrently with PF torque (Fig. 1B). The second
textile module, called a DF module, anchors at the paretic calf and is
designed to generate an ankle DF torque. The overall mass of the
exosuit components worn by the wearer is approximately 0.90 kg
(waist textile anchor: 0.15–0.20 kg, thigh connecting straps: 0.20–
0.22 kg, calf textile anchor and integrated sensors: 0.30–0.35 kg,
cables and sheath: 0.12–0.15 kg).

Table 1. Participant characteristics and onset timing of PF actuation
Participant
no.

Paretic
side

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right

Sex

Age
(years)

Chronicity
(years)

Mass
(kg)

Height
(m)

F
M
F
M
F
M
F

30
56
52
51
37
44
46

7.08
3.58
0.75
2.83
1.08
2.33
4.25

49.4
73.0
89.7
79.0
79.6
79.7
60.3

1.62
1.77
1.58
1.84
1.72
1.86
1.67

Regular assistive
device/orthosis
AFO
None
Cane
AFO‡ and cane
AFO‡ and cane
None
None

Treadmill walking
speed (m s−1)
1.05*
1.05
0.53
0.93
0.67
1.29
1.3*

PF onset timing
(% GC)
40.08±1.19
38.15±2.32
25.95±0.95
33.71±1.09
36.82±0.55
35.54±1.55
33.35±1.57

*Actual 10 m overground walk test speeds were higher than those used on the treadmill. Participant 1’s speed was 1.16 m s−1, but this speed was not safe on the
treadmill. Participant 7’s actual overground speed was 1.72 m s−1, but this speed was beyond the capabilities of the exosuit actuator used for this study.
‡
Participant 4 typically used a foot-up brace. Participant 5 used a custom-made brace that supported frontal plane motion.
AFO, ankle foot orthosis; % GC, percentage of gait cycle; PF, plantarflexion.
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The off-board actuator contains four linear actuators that allow
simultaneous actuation of up to four Bowden cables: only two
actuators were used in this study. Each actuator can deliver up to
300 N to the ankle and is equipped with a linear potentiometer (P3
America, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) that enables closed-loop
control of Bowden cable position. Load cells (Futek, Irvine, CA,
USA) integrated into the textiles measure the interaction forces
between the wearer and exosuit, and shoe-mounted gyroscopes
(SparkFun, Niwot, CO, USA) measure foot rotational velocity in the
sagittal plane. Together, these sensors enable real-time gait
segmentation and iterative force-based position control, and
ultimately well-timed assistive forces of adequate magnitude. More
specifically, the exosuit controller utilizes measurements from shoemounted gyroscopes to detect ground contact events (i.e. initial
contact and foot off) for each limb. Exosuit-generated forces are
delivered to the wearer based on subphases of the gait cycle
determined by these gait events. Our previous work (Bae et al., 2015)
showed that the exosuit controller can robustly detect these key
events during both the paretic and non-paretic gait cycles and
effectively scale the duration of force delivery on a step-by-step basis.
Exosuit-generated force is a composite outcome of the Bowden
cable position, the wearer’s joint kinematics, and the exosuit–
human series stiffness – a parameter that accounts for the
mechanical properties of the textiles, Bowden cables and the
compliance of the human tissue that supports the textile anchors
(Awad et al., 2017a). Because of this, a simple closed-loop position
controller with a fixed cable position trajectory is unable to
consistently achieve the desired assistive force profiles. To address
this challenge, the exosuit controller iteratively adapts the cable
position trajectories based on the force measurements from the load
cells. The PF controller adapts the Bowden cable position trajectory
such that PF force begins to ramp up at a constant onset timing and
peaks at a fixed force magnitude during the paretic stance phase.
The onset timing and the peak magnitude of the PF force are
selected by the research team before testing as a fixed percentage of
the paretic gait cycle (% GC) and 25% of subjects’ body weight (%
BW), respectively (Fig. 1B). In contrast, the DF controller adapts the
cable position trajectory to achieve consistent force onset and offset
timings and a consistent cable retraction magnitude during swing.
The onset and offset timing were selected by the research team such
that DF assistance was triggered at the beginning of swing phase and
diminished after initial foot contact. Unlike PF cable actuation, a
maximum retraction position of the DF cable was selected by the
research team before testing and set to bring the paretic ankle to the
neutral position – or the smallest ankle PF angle if neutral was not
achievable – as identified through visual observation. With this
approach, the magnitude of DF force that was delivered to the
wearer during the swing phase within and across steps varies with
the wearer’s gait in a manner that maintains the commanded cable
position, and thus ankle angle.
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frequency selected from residual analysis (5–9 Hz) (Winter, 2009).
Data were also collected from the load cells and gyroscopes integrated
into the exosuit at 1 kHz. All data were time synchronized through
Matlab and the Vicon Nexus motion capture software. The last 20
strides from each 8 min walking trial with ground reaction forces not
contaminated by cross-over steps were used for data analysis.
Metabolic power was calculated using the modified Brockway
equation (Brockway, 1987) for the standing and walking trials
and was averaged over the last 2 min of walking for each condition.
Net metabolic power was obtained by subtracting the average
metabolic power measured during the standing trial from the
average metabolic power measured during each walking condition.
Net metabolic power was normalized by body mass.
The individual limb body COM power was calculated using the
individual limb method (Donelan et al., 2002). In brief, this method
integrates the sum of the two ground reaction forces divided by
the body mass to obtain a body COM velocity with boundary
conditions over a given stride such that (1) the average velocity in
the anterior–posterior direction is equal to the treadmill speed and
(2) there is no net velocity change in other directions. The individual
limb COM power is then computed as the integral of the dot product
of the COM velocity vector with the individual ground reaction
force vector. Joint kinematics were calculated using the inverse
kinematics method (Visual3D, C-Motion, Rockville, MD, USA).
3DoF joint rotational power (called joint power from here for
simplicity) were calculated using the inverse dynamics method
based on joint kinematics and ground reaction force data.
The markers located on the Bowden cable attachment points on the
textiles and the insole were used to calculate the moment arms of the
Bowden cable with respect to the ankle joint. The exosuit-generated
ankle moment was calculated by multiplying the moment arm and
the measured Bowden cable force. The exosuit-generated joint power
was then calculated by multiplying the exosuit-generated joint
moment and the joint velocity calculated through inverse kinematics.
Normalization and statistical analysis

Metabolic and biomechanical power variables were normalized to
body mass to produce units of W kg−1 for statistical comparison.
Individual limb/joint power data from each stride were then divided
into four different phases: paretic limb single support, paretic limb
double support (defined as non-paretic heel strike to paretic toe-off),
non-paretic limb single support, and non-paretic limb double support
(defined as paretic heel strike to non-paretic toe-off). The primary
biomechanical variables analyzed were positive individual limb
COM power and ankle, knee and hip joint power averaged during
each limb’s respective trailing limb double support (TDS). This was
based on an understanding that the trailing limb generates the
majority of body COM power for the step-to-step transition during
double support (Adamczyk and Kuo, 2009; Donelan et al., 2002).
A symmetry index (SI) was used to evaluate inter-limb asymmetry
of the biomechanical variables. The symmetry index was defined as:

Data collection and analysis

The metabolic cost of walking was assessed by indirect calorimetry by
collecting carbon dioxide and oxygen rates using a portable gas
analysis system (Cosmed, Rome, Italy). Reflective markers were
placed on anatomical bony landmarks and on the Bowden cable anchor
connection points for use in gait analysis. Three-dimensional (3D)
motion capture was performed at 120 Hz using a Vicon motion capture
system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, Yarnton, UK). An instrumented splitbelt treadmill collected 3D ground reaction forces for individual limbs
at 960 Hz. Marker positions and ground reaction forces were filtered
using a zero-lag low-pass 4th-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off

SI ¼

Xnp  Xp
 100 ð%Þ;
0:5 ðXnp þ Xp Þ

ð1Þ

where Xnp and Xp are, respectively, the biomechanical variables from
the non-paretic and paretic limb (Nadeau, 2014). This index is
always positive or zero, and 0% means perfect symmetry. Statistical
analysis was conducted in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
One-sample paired t-tests compared the two conditions (exosuit
unpowered and powered) to evaluate the effects of exosuit assistance.
For variables studied across the gait cycle, statistically significant
4
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differences were confirmed only with consecutive rejection of the
null hypothesis for more than 4% of the gait cycle. Linear regression
was performed to investigate the correlation between the different
biomechanical variables, and an F-test was performed on the
regression model to assess the strength of the correlation. The
statistical significance level was set at P<0.05 for all analyses.

unpowered. With the exosuit powered, participants increased the
positive COM power generated from their paretic limbs by 22.9±
9.42% to 0.14±0.02 W kg−1 (P=0.016), contributing to 39.06±
7.78% more symmetric positive COM power generation between
limbs during trailing limb double support (i.e. new SI of 34.07±
10.27%, P=0.0112) (Fig. 2B).

RESULTS
Individual limb COM power across the gait cycle and during
trailing limb double support

Correlation between individual limb COM power during
trailing limb double support and net metabolic power

Linear correlations were observed between net metabolic power –
computed as metabolic power during walking less the metabolic
power at rest – and the positive COM power generated during trailing
limb double support by the non-paretic limb, but not the paretic limb,
in both the exosuit unpowered (R 2=0.77, P=0.009) and powered
(R 2=0.58, P=0.047) conditions (Fig. 3A). Similarly, a reduction in
non-paretic limb positive COM power during trailing limb double
support was associated (R 2=0.80, P=0.007) with a 10.43±1.48%
reduction in net metabolic power that was observed between testing
conditions (suit unpowered: 4.18±0.43 W kg−1, powered: 3.72±
0.34 W kg−1, P=0.005) (Fig. 3B).

During walking with the exosuit unpowered, participants’ nonparetic limbs generated 0.46±0.06 W kg−1 of positive COM power
and −0.29±0.04 W kg−1 of negative COM power across the gait
cycle (Fig. 2A, right). In contrast, their paretic limbs generated
0.18±0.04 W kg−1 of positive COM power and −0.29±0.04 W kg−1
of negative COM power (Fig. 2A, left). With the exosuit powered,
participants reduced the positive COM power generated from their
non-paretic limbs by 11.3±4.2% to 0.40±0.05 W kg−1 (P=0.0407)
and reduced the negative COM power generated from their paretic
limbs by 9.0±3.7% to −0.26±0.05 W kg−1 (P= 0.0174). It should be
noted that the average paretic limb’s positive COM power increased
to 0.20±0.04 W kg−1, but this change did not reach our a priori
threshold for significance (P=0.0521).
Focusing the analysis on the positive power generated by the
paretic and non-paretic trailing limbs during double support (gray
shading in Fig. 2A, Table 2), we observed that participants
generated 0.21±0.04 W kg−1 of positive COM power from their
non-paretic limbs and 0.12±0.02 W kg−1 from their paretic limbs
(i.e. 56.48±15.21% SI; Fig. 2B) during walking with the exosuit
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different sub-phases representing paretic and non-paretic limb double support (PDS and NPDS) and single support (PSS and NPSS). Trailing limb double
support for each limb is indicated with gray shading. (B) Symmetry indices of average positive COM power generation during the trailing limb double support.
These indices represent interlimb symmetry of positive COM power generated during the trailing limb double support (gray shading in A). *Statistically significant
change from exosuit unpowered to powered condition.
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A deeper investigation into the exosuit’s effects on power generation
during trailing limb double support was subsequently conducted by
summing the joint power generated across the individual joints of the
lower extremities, with and without the exosuit powered (Fig. 4 and
Table 2). When walking with the exosuit unpowered, the non-paretic
lower limb joints (i.e. ankle, knee and hip) as a whole generated

More symmetric (%)

A

Lower-limb joint power generated during trailing limb double
support
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Table 2. Positive power generated during trailing limb double support and their inter-limb symmetry
Non-paretic power (W kg−1)

Body COM
Sum of joints
Ankle
Knee
Hip

Paretic power (W kg−1)

Inter-limb symmetry (%)

Unpowered

Powered

Unpowered

Powered

Unpowered

Powered

0.213±0.039
0.247±0.034
0.227±0.038
0.020±0.008
0.094±0.009

0.201±0.033
0.230±0.036
0.210±0.039
0.022±0.009
0.093±0.010

0.123±0.024
0.132±0.035
0.115±0.032
0.035±0.012
0.069±0.009

0.143±0.023*
0.130±0.032
0.116±0.030
0.039±0.015
0.054±0.011

56.487±15.212
72.041±18.534
70.871±19.087
116.658±25.364
43.346±9.621

34.069±10.272*
60.310±15.277
60.665±19.057*
118.865±21.667
58.781±11.604*

COM, center of mass.
*Statistically significant changes from exosuit unpowered to powered condition (P<0.05).

0.25±0.03 W kg−1 of positive power with minimal negative power
absorption (−0.005±0.003 W kg−1). The paretic lower limb joints
generated 0.13±0.03 W kg−1 of positive power, significantly less
than the non-paretic limb joints (P=0.0198, SI=72.04±18.53%), and
absorbed a non-negligible amount of negative power (−0.04±
0.01 W kg−1) (Fig. 4A). When powered, the exosuit delivered 0.017±
0.003 W kg−1 of positive power to the paretic ankle with minimal
negative power absorption (−0.0032±0.0015 W kg−1) (Fig. 4B).
Because of the multi-articular structure of the PF module, the
exosuit concurrently delivered 0.0099±0.0024 W kg−1 of positive
power and absorbed −0.0052±0.0017 W kg−1 of negative power at the
paretic hip. Despite the observed changes in individual limb COM
power (described above), changes in the positive joint power generated
across the lower limb joints were not observed in either the paretic or
non-paretic limbs, or in their symmetry (Ps>0.05; see Table 2).
Focusing our analysis on individual joint power generation
during the trailing limb double support, we observed that positive
ankle power generation was significantly asymmetric when walking
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Fig. 3. Correlation between COM power during trailing
limb double support and net metabolic power.
(A) Correlation of average positive COM power generated in
trailing limb double support (TDS; x-axis) and average net
metabolic power (y-axis) for the exosuit unpowered (top) and
exosuit powered (bottom) conditions. Non-paretic COM
power was linearly correlated to net metabolic power (P<0.05)
in both conditions, while the correlation between paretic COM
power and metabolic power was not statistically significant in
either condition. (B) Correlation of the change in average
positive COM power during trailing limb double support and
the change in net metabolic power resulting from exosuit
assistance. Exosuit-induced net metabolic power reduction
was linearly correlated with the exosuit-induced change of
non-paretic positive COM power during trailing limb double
support, whereas a statistically significant correlation with
paretic positive COM power was not observed. TDS, trailing
limb double support.
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A

with the exosuit unpowered; the non-paretic ankle generated
significantly more positive power than the paretic ankle (nonparetic ankle: 0.23±0.04 W kg−1, paretic ankle: 0.11±0.03 W kg−1,
SI=70.87±19.08%). With the exosuit powered, positive ankle power
asymmetry reduced to 60.66±19.05% (P=0.049); however, changes
in individual joint positive ankle power generation were not
observed (Table 2). Individuals’ hip joints produced substantially
lower positive power during the trailing limb double support
than the ankle joints when walking with the exosuit unpowered
(non-paretic hip: 0.094±0.009 W kg−1, paretic hip: 0.069±
0.009 W kg−1), but were also asymmetric (SI=43.346±9.621%).
Unlike the ankle joint power, hip joint power generation became
more asymmetric with the exosuit powered (SI=58.781±11.604%,
P=0.0256), despite the absence of statistically significant changes in
either the paretic or non-paretic hip joints (Ps>0.05). The paretic
and non-paretic knee joints generated relatively low positive power
during the trailing limb double support, and changes in knee power
with the exosuit powered were not observed (P>0.05, see Table 2).
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Fig. 4. Individual joint power across the gait cycle. (A) Group average of body COM power and sum of lower-limb joint power segmented into percentage gait
cycle. (B) Group average of ankle, knee and hip joint power segmented into percentage gait cycle. The trailing limb double support phase of each limb is indicated
with gray shading. total: total power generated by human and exosuit; exo: ankle and hip power generated by exosuit when powered. (C) Average of positive and
negative power variables generated during the trailing limb double support (gray shading in A,B). *Statistically significant difference between the exosuit powered
and unpowered conditions. Note that ankle and hip power generated by the exosuit is zero in the unpowered condition.
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Relationship between ankle power and total limb COM power
during trailing limb double support

Given the concurrently observed exosuit-induced changes in the
interlimb symmetry of the ankle and COM positive power generated
during the trailing limb double support (Table 2), the correlation
between these variables was evaluated. Linear correlations were
observed between the positive ankle power and positive COM power
generated during trailing limb double support for both the paretic and
non-paretic limbs during both the exosuit unpowered and powered
conditions (R 2>0.77, P<0.009) (Fig. 5A). Similarly, for both
conditions, the change in COM power generated by each limb
during trailing limb double support correlated with the change in
ankle power generated by each limb (R 2>0.73, P<0.014) (Fig. 5B).
Relationship between ankle joint power during trailing limb
double support and net metabolic power

Similar to the relationship between metabolic power and the positive
COM power generated by the individual limbs during trailing limb
double support (Fig. 3A), we observed linear correlations between
metabolic power and non-paretic (but not paretic) ankle positive
power during both the exosuit unpowered (R 2=0.77, P=0.009) and
powered (R 2=0.65, P=0.028) conditions (Fig. 6A). However,
interestingly, changes in neither non-paretic (R 2=0.44, P=0.105)
nor paretic (R 2=0.01, P=0.834) ankle power were correlated with
changes in metabolic power (Fig. 6B).
DISCUSSION

This paper presents a systematic investigation into the
biomechanical mechanisms underlying the reduced metabolic cost
Paretic side
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of walking observed during exosuit-assisted walking after stroke.
Specifically, we evaluated the effects of walking with an exosuit
assisting the paretic ankle on individual limb COM power and joint
power, and investigated the relationship between changes in these
biomechanical variables and changes in metabolic power. As
hypothesized, exosuit assistance contributed to more symmetric
COM power generation by each limb during the step-to-step
transition and a reduction in metabolic power. Interestingly, it was
a reduction in the body COM power generated by the non-paretic
limb during the step-to-step transition that strongly correlated with
the reduction in metabolic power, with changes in non-paretic
ankle power generation strongly contributing to this reduction.
Collectively, these findings demonstrate that soft robotic exosuits
can assist the paretic ankle during walking in a manner that
positively influences whole-body gait mechanics and energetics.
Consistent with previous studies showing that post-stroke
walking is energetically inefficient and mechanically asymmetric
(Bonnet et al., 2014; Doets et al., 2009; Feng et al., 2014; Mahon
et al., 2015), our participants expended 45% more metabolic power
than healthy individuals to walk (Collins et al., 2015) and generated
substantially less COM power from the paretic limb compared with
the non-paretic limb during walking with the unpowered exosuit
(Fig. 2). Our observation that the COM power generated by the
non-paretic limb during trailing limb double support was positively
correlated with metabolic power during walking with an unpowered
exosuit (Fig. 3A) also concurs with previous work (Stoquart et al.,
2012). Building on this previous understanding of post-stroke gait
mechanics and energetics, our findings demonstrate that exosuitinduced reductions in non-paretic limb COM power generation
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Fig. 5. Correlation between ankle and COM power
during trailing limb double support. (A) Correlation of
average positive ankle power (x-axis) produced during
trailing limb double support and average positive COM
power over the same time period (y-axis) for the exosuit
unpowered and powered condition. Positive ankle power
was linearly correlated with positive COM power on both
limbs in both conditions (P<0.05). (B) Correlation of the
change of average positive ankle power and the change of
COM power in exosuit-assisted walking. Exosuit-induced
ankle power change was linearly correlated to the exosuitinduced change of positive COM power during trailing limb
double support on both limbs (P<0.05). TDS, trailing limb
double support.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between ankle power during trailing
limb double support and net metabolic power.
(A) Correlation of average positive ankle power (x-axis)
generated during trailing limb double support and net
metabolic power (y-axis) for the exosuit unpowered and
powered conditions. Non-paretic ankle power was linearly
correlated to net metabolic power (P<0.05) in both
conditions. The correlation between paretic ankle power and
metabolic power was not statistically significant for either
condition. (B) Correlation of the changes in average positive
ankle power and net metabolic power in exosuit-assisted
walking. No statistically significant correlation was found
between exosuit-induced ankle power changes and changes
in metabolic power (P>0.1). TDS, trailing limb double
support.
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during the step-to-step transition contribute to reductions in
metabolic power (Fig. 3B). This was surprising given that
exosuits provide direct assistance to only the paretic limb. These
findings suggest that individuals after a stroke are able to leverage
the mechanical assistance provided to the paretic ankle to reduce a
reliance on the non-paretic limb for walking. Indeed, other work has
shown that individuals after stroke have a compensatory reliance on
the non-paretic limb that can be altered with gait retraining (Hsiao
et al., 2016). Our finding that exosuits produced a similar change in
inter-limb dynamics without any gait training provides compelling
evidence for the promising use of exosuits to deliver targeted gait
assistance during hemiparetic walking.
It is interesting to note that despite observing changes in the
positive COM power produced by the paretic limbs when walking
with the powered exosuit, we did not observe changes in the sum of
the positive power produced by the hip, knee and ankle joints. This
finding may be explained by prior work by Zelik and colleagues that
demonstrated the importance of accounting for peripheral power,
foot power and 3DoF joint translation power in addition to the
traditionally evaluated 3DoF joint rotational power (Zelik and Kuo,
2010; Zelik et al., 2015). Although validation of this hypothesis is
beyond the scope of this study, in our prior work, we observed
exosuit-induced reductions in limb circumduction and hip hiking
(Awad et al., 2017b). Such changes in foot and pelvis trajectories
relative to the COM suggest a substantial reduction in peripheral
power. A reduction in peripheral power without concurrent changes
in joint power may explain the observed mismatch between changes
in COM and joint power. Moreover, our previous report of the
effects of exosuit-assisted walking on the anterior ground reaction
force generated by the limb during walking (Awad et al., 2017a)

suggests changes in foot power (Takahashi et al., 2012). Further
study is required to reveal the exact source of COM power changes
during exosuit-assisted walking.
Our findings that positive ankle joint power and COM power
during trailing limb double support concurrently became more
symmetric when walking with the exosuit powered (Table 2), and
that exosuit-induced changes in these variables were highly
correlated (Fig. 5), suggest that targeted assistance of the paretic
ankle is an effective strategy to improve gait mechanics after stroke
at both the individual joint and whole-body levels. Future research
into how targeted assistance of the biomechanical deficits of the
paretic limb influences non-paretic limb biomechanics and overall
walking ability after stroke would advance the field of wearable
assistive robotics.
Our evaluation of the relationship between the ankle power
generated during trailing limb double support and metabolic power
(Fig. 6) revealed that the positive power generated by the paretic and
non-paretic ankles during their respective step-to-step transitions
highly correlated with net metabolic power. It was surprising,
however, that exosuit-induced changes in these variables were not
related, especially given that changes in ankle power contributed
strongly to changes in the body COM power generated by each limb
(Fig. 5B), which, as previously discussed, did contribute to changes
in metabolic power (Fig. 3B). This finding highlights the complex
relationship between the mechanics and energetics of walking after
stroke and suggests that, in response to the exosuit’s targeted
assistance of paretic ankle deficits, users with hemiparesis achieve a
metabolic benefit through heterogeneous biomechanical responses
(see Figs S1 and S2 for other biomechanical changes) in
combination with ankle power generation strategies. Indeed, our
9
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team has recently shown exosuit-induced reductions in whole-limb
compensatory gait motions that are known to increase metabolic
power (Shorter et al., 2017), such as circumduction and hip hiking
(Awad et al., 2017b). Further study into the potential mediating role
that exosuit-induced reductions in compensatory walking strategies
plays in the relationship between changes in ankle power and
metabolic power would enhance our understanding of how active
assistance delivered through a wearable robot can improve walking
after stroke.
Although this study presents a comprehensive analysis of exosuitinduced changes in post-stroke gait mechanics and energetics, it is
limited by a small sample size. However, comparable sample sizes
have been used successfully to evaluate other wearable assistive
devices (Collins et al., 2015; Malcolm et al., 2013; Mooney et al.,
2014; Takahashi et al., 2015) and we believe that the findings of this
study provide a meaningful step toward understanding how
individuals after stroke utilize robotic ankle assistance to achieve
a more economical gait. Another limitation is that this investigation
focused on the effects of walking with an exosuit worn unpowered
versus powered. Although the exosuit is compliant and lightweight
with its mass (∼0.9 kg) distributed along the length of the paretic
limb, to evaluate the net effect of exosuit assistance on participants’
walking behavior, it is important to know whether there are effects
due to simply wearing the unpowered exosuit. In a previous study
(Awad et al., 2017a), we found that wearing the unpowered exosuit
did not influence participants’ ability to generate propulsion or
their energy cost of walking compared with not wearing the exosuit.
This result is consistent with a prior investigation of the effects on
hemiparetic walking of additional load worn unilaterally above the
paretic ankle (Duclos et al., 2014). These previous studies suggest
that an exosuit worn unpowered does not substantially alter
the biomechanics of post-stroke walking. Finally, this study used
the trailing limb double support phase as a surrogate for the step-tostep transition. The step-to-step transition is often defined based
on the change in sagittal plane COM velocity (Adamczyk and
Kuo, 2009); however, substantial variability in these data
prohibited identification of the step-to-step transition using this
approach. The trailing limb double support phase has been widely
used to represent the step-to-step transition, and the COM power
generated during this phase of the gait cycle has successfully
captured the broad trends in positive COM power observed
during the step-to-step transition (Adamczyk and Kuo, 2009;
Mahon et al., 2015).
In conclusion, this paper demonstrates that a soft robotic exosuit
can target deficits in paretic ankle function in a manner that induces
more-symmetrical COM power generation and reduced metabolic
effort during walking. These findings contribute to a fundamental
understanding of how individuals after stroke interact with exosuitgenerated paretic ankle assistive forces to reduce the metabolic cost
of walking and support the use of exosuits for post-stroke gait
assistance and rehabilitation. This work provides insight to guide
future research and development of ankle-centered, active, gait
assistive devices and their control strategies for individuals with
neurologically based gait impairment.
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